INTERNATIONAL FEATURED STANDARDS
IFS FOOD, IFS LOGISTICS & IFS BROKER
The entire food industry has evolved into a diverse network of multiple channels. More often we find the core operational structure, as well as the various business processes involved in food production and distribution, fail to communicate and align with one another.

IFS Food
- Establish a common standard quality
- Transparency throughout the entire supply chain
- Reduce cost and time for manufacturers and retailers

IFS Logistics
- Improved confidence in supply chain
- Due diligence
- Reduce cost

Benefiting You
IFS certification is widely recognised and accepted for food businesses and retailers alike, offering a number of key benefits to your business
- Promotes food safety and quality
- Pro-actively improves processes saving you valuable time and resources
- Recognised logo and certification programme demonstrating your compliance with the highest standards
- Safeguards your brand’s reputation
- Demonstration of your diligence in food safety

IFS Broker
- Traceability
- Quality management systems

IFS certification is now widely recognised and accepted for food businesses and retailers alike. It aims to ensure a common standard throughout the entire supply chain striving for excellence in food safety, quality and customer satisfaction.

Our Service
Intertek has been accredited to support and certify your manufacturing facilities and organisations according to IFS including IFS Logistics with several services:

Training: Learn about requirements to implement IFS
Pre-audit certification: Identify non-conformities, strengths and weaknesses before the actual certification audit is performed
Initial audit: IFS audit is completed and certification achieved
Follow-up audit: Renewing your IFS certificate
IFS Broker
- Traceability
- Quality management systems
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IFS certification is just one of a suite of services we provide to ensure the safety and quality of your products.

Intertek is a leading Total Quality Assurance provider to industries worldwide. Our network of more than 1,000 laboratories and offices and over 43,000 people in more than 100 countries, delivers innovative and bespoke Assurance, Testing, Inspection and Certification solutions for our customers’ operations and supply chains. Intertek Total Quality Assurance expertise, delivered consistently with precision, pace and passion, enabling our customers to power ahead safely.

Risk Management: improve performance, reduce risk and free up valuable resource

Global Quality Guarantee: applied to commodities, food ingredients and food products

Traceability through the supply chains: including raw and semi-manufactured foodstuffs and final products in all food categories and special interest products

Global Coverage: network of highly skilled and experienced experts to ensure smooth transition in the supply chain.